Introduction
Many artifi cial intelligence models depend on the similarity measure on objects or cases. For ex ample, concept formation, similarity-based learning, and analogical reasoning use similarity to classify, store and retrieve data. The similarity between two cases or two objects is often computed based on the descriptions of the cases or objects, which is often represented as a set of attribute values. For ex ample, the Hamming distance is the number of at tributes that have different values in two cases. In most existing works, the similarity measures solely depend on the attribute values of the cases, and is invariant with respect to the context changes. This, of course, has become the target of some criticisms from researchers in experimental psychology. The basic observations from psychologists are that if similarity represents a ranking on pairs of cases, then the ranking is varying under changing context and the history of observation. So the common prac tice that one imposes a fi xed, global ranking to the similarity is an example of oversimplification.
In this paper, we study some of the major criti cisms and propose our dynamic model for adjusting attribute weights and thus the similarity computa tion formulas. Both an axiomatical and an entropy oriented approaches are used to derive satisfactory formulas. Demonstration and implementation are also considered.
2
Similarity Is
Context-Dependent
The best-known demonstration of the unstability of similarity rating is from Tversky and Gati (1978) . The subjects were asked to group Austria with one of three other countries based on their simi larity. When the other three countries were Swe den, Poland, and Hungary, more subjects grouped Austria with Sweden then with Hungary. However, when the three countries were Sweden, Norway, and Hungary, more subjects grouped Austria with Hun gary. The explanation of the phenomenon is that the context determines and changes the way similarity is perceived. The similarity between two cases can either be perceived holistically, or computed as a function of the differences of elementary attributes. Treisman and Gelade's (1980) experiment and almost all the models support the latter. On the other hand, re searchers agree that the selection of elementary at tributes is never permanent in the process of devel opment, and the function relating them with similar ity is dynamic accordingly (Vosniadou and Ortony, 1989 (1974) where the weight and the sound of a piano become the most relevant attribute when the word piano occurs in the sentences "The man lifted the pi ano'' and "The man tuned the piano" , respectively.
It is important to study context-dependent mod els and computational formulas for similarity assess ment. We will discuss the requirements for a such model and also propose a concrete one. In Section 5, the model will be used to explain the apparent inconsistency in Tversky and Gati's experiment.
3
Axioms and Formulas
Similarity Computation for
In this section, we propose several basic axioms as properties that a computational model for the similarity measure should have, and then choose a formula that realizes these properties. To start from simple problems, we assume that attributes are boolean, and cases are represented by specifying val ues for all the attributes. The context is no more than the collection of cases we have. The statistics of the attribute values over all cases ) '-can be l!Se_ d_as_the_J·�eseJ1tatiQ1!_()f the co_ ntext. ,Let.
tll e-prohability that the-jth attribute assumes 1 be Pi. If the attributes are statistically independent, 28 then the probability that both the jth and the lth attributes are 1 is PJPI · Now the first question is: If c1 differs from c2 only at the jth attribute, c1 differs from c3 only at the .lth attribute, and we know P i and PI, which one of c2 and c3 is more similar to c1? We can come up with a expression to clarify this question. The expression gives the distance between two cases when the only difference between them is the jth attribute. If this distance depends on P i only, then it is in the form of h(pj ).
Because the choice of the probability of being 1 instead of 0 for the defi nition of Pi is arbitrary, we
where a E 
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An Entropy Solution
The entropy is a natural connection between P; and h(p;). If the cases occur in equal probabilities, then the entropy or the lower bound to the average path length for a decision tree to distinguish them is ;k log2 m. If an attribute is chosen as the root of the decision tree, and the probability that a case as sumes 1 as the value of the attribute is p, then the expected average future path length (which is the criterion used in feature selection in many decision tree models) is
This value reaches its minimum (log2 m)/2 when p = 1/2 and maximum log2 m when p = 1 or p = 0.
For two different attributes with probabilities p1
and P2, the expected average future path length is (assuming these attributes are statistically indepen dent)
In a divisive greedy algorithm of constructing deci sion trees, the attribute that generates the smallest expected average future path length is considered the strongest candidate, which, in this case, is the one with P ; closest to 0.5. We notice that E (p) is decreasing on (0,1/2), and the combination of it is essentially multiplication. So, a proper h mapping may be Indeed, this h mapping satisfies all the require ments we proposed in the previous section, coupled with the addition as the binary function realization.
h(O) = 0 is the identity of addition, h is symmetric with respect to 0.5, and the derivative at 0.5 is 0.
Thus, h(p;) = -log 2 (1 -2 p; + 2pJ) can be used as the weight of the jth attribute, and it can also be used to measure the dissimilarity between two cases that differ only at the jth attribute. In general, the dissimilarity between cases c; and c�; is n d(c;,c�;) = �:::> (P;)e(c;;,c�; ;). (1981) . This is of course not the only formula for dissimilarity. We have to impose a underlying model or other axioms to make this for mula unique.
Demonstration
The Tversky and Gati experiment on country simi larity rating now can be modeled using our context dependent similarity measure. The countries can be represented by certain attributes. We arbitrarily give them names in the tables below, although these attributes obviously are not independent, and some different scenarios may be more appropriate. All nu merical computations are based on the formulas pre sented in the previous section, and the results show that our model solves the similarity rating paradox successfully. 
6
Changing Context
In many situations, the number of cases is huge, and new cases are added in all the time. The probabil ity P i must be estimated and updated continuously.
This can be done using the following updating rule:
Pj +-Clj m +-1
This can be done in parallel for all j.
To catch the changing trends in the context, and to avoid keeping track of m, the total number of cases, we can stop the decrease of a after certain m is reached. The result is that the ancient statistics will decay gradually. This mechanism can be im plemented in the input sensor units in many neural network models to model forgetting in short term or long term memory. These models include the ART clustering and other pattern matching neural net works.
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Concluding Remarks
We propose the axioms and a formula for comput ing degrees of dissimilarity between objects or cases based on the context, which is defined by the col lection of objects or cases. For different contexts, our method produces different similarity structures. This model is used to explain a paradox in similarity rating. Since similarity is a controversial subject in cognitive science and experimental psychology, we need to treat it carefully. Similarity computation is the basis of categorization, clustering, and con cept formation. We hope this work will contribute to learning and memory research and benefit knowl edge acquisition and analogical reasoning.
In this paper, we simplified and idealized certain situations. Many limitations, for example, the types of attributes, the independence assumption, and the actual form of the formula, can be relaxed through future work.
